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Shooting 35mm is alive and well. And Panasonic’s HD Cinema recording and video projection technologies are already helping the editorial and digital effects processes of filmmaking in preparation for yet another season of blockbuster movies.
But Panasonic’s HD Cinema toolkit offers more than film assist. By combining digital video projection with low-cost field
acquisition,Panasonic opens up new opportunities for pay-per-view concerts, sporting events and other custom programming, all with pristine high definition quality on the large screen.This provides new business opportunities for production
and post production facilities to complement existing investment in
D-5 HD based film-to-tape, color correction and editing suites.
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Panasonic’s HD Cinema offers improvements in filmmaking and new
revenue-generating opportunities to keep the theater seats full.
There really could be something better at the movies than the
movies, and Panasonic’s HD Cinema technologies can help you
create it.To find out how, call us today at 1-800-528-8601.

www.panasonic.com/presentations
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Editor’s Statement
NATPE, National Association of Television
Programming Executives, has been a leader in
developing High Definition technology through
their annual HD forum. For the past several years
members from all over the world have received
vital HD information which has enabled them to
enter this revolutionary medium. We salute
NATPE’s efforts in continuing to support and
promote this monumental change in the world of
television and filmmaking.
In this issue you will read about: Leon
Melas and his daring documentation of the actual
“Top Gun” candidates in the Air Force, a new
short called Pin Monkeys, Swimming Upstreammovie shot in 24P, a rare documentary shot over
the course of six months on Bengal Tigers, a
travel series, music video, and more. Our quest is
to continually bring you the latest HD and 24P
news being shot around the world.
If you would like to receive a free
subscription to our magazine email:
Genevieve@apsnw.com with the following
information: Name, Position/title, Company, Area
of industry in which you are currently serving,
Street address, City, State, Zip code, Country.
May all your shoots be in HighDef,

On the cutting edge of a dramatic new trend in the motion
picture business, High Definition Cinematographer Derek Grover
has completed lensing scenes from New Line Cinema’s, Simone,
starring Al Pacino, using the new 24P High Definition digital
technology which is rapidly transforming the way movies are
made.
Simone, written and directed by Andrew Niccol and also
starring Catherine Keener, centers around a Hollywood producer
(Pacino) who decides to digitally create an actress when a star
walks off his picture. The “actress,” who everyone thinks is a real
person, becomes an overnight sensation.
Grover captured the “actress” in front of a digital projection
screen and various other background elements using Sony’s
HDW-F900 24P HDCAM. Simone’s performance was fed live
to two plasma monitors and HD digital projectors and sync’d
with both the digital and film cameras, while Pacino’s performance was being filmed on 35mm on an adjacent stage. The
scenes, originating simultaneously from separate stages, were
cross-formatted and captured to 35mm film and 24P High Definition, to produce the desired effect, thus capturing the first “live
cross-format performance.”
The Sony HDW-F900 24P HDCAM features a 24 progressive frame rate identical to a 35mm movie camera. George
Lucas recently completed principle photography on Star Wars
Episode 2. “We have found the picture quality of the 24P High
Definition system to be indistinguishable from film,” Lucas stated
in a recent full page Hollywood Reporter advertisement.
Directors can maximize special effects with this new technology while saving time and production costs. “I can do live
compositing of back plates and foreground images on stage, for
either alignment purposes or completed scenes. It will save the
production a ton of time and a boat-load of money,” stated Grover.

NATPE to feature HighDef
NATPE, the world’s foremost televistheater will be showing the latest in HD productions, and several seminars on HD
will be held. It is hoped that this area of the NATPE exhibition
will give exposure to the incredible quality of HighDef so that
broadcasters will accelerate its implementation.

SMPTE Annual Meeting
The 142nd SMPTE Technical Conference and Exhibition
held in Pasadena, California from October 18-21 showed a sincere dedication to a digital future for the motion picture and
television industries. Considerable information about 24P High
Definition production and post production was given. Although
the broadcast industry has been slow to adopt HD, it’s clear that
the pressure to do so from the technical side is increasing. With
the clear unified technical direction, especially around 24P HD,
SMPTE is leading the way to making adoption of HD by broadcasters much easier.

Consumer Electronics Association
Symposium
The Consumer Electronics Association held a symposium
in New York on November 2. Hosted by Gary Shapiro, President
and CEO of the CEA. The event featured information about Digital
Television in the areas of marketing, communications, entertainment, production and post production. HD VISION’s HDV-5, a
High Definition mobile production and post unit was on hand to
provide full-service video and graphics support.
A highlight of the conference was the first “Academy of
Digital Pioneers” awards ceremony, recognizing DTV leaders in
several categories. Honorees included: CBS for Best DTV Network, WRAL-Digital for Best Local DTV Broadcaster,
Time-Warner Cable for Best DTV Cable System, DirecTV for
Best DTV Satellite Provider, ABC Monday Night Football for Best
DTV Sporting Event, Texas Wild (produced by HDVision) and
Over America (produced by KCTS-Seattle) for Best DTV Original Content.
Continued on next page…

Laura Nielson, Editor
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HD Cinematographer Derek Grover
Lenses Al Pacino in Simone in 24P
HighDef Format

NEWS

Subscribe to HighDef.Org
For a free subscription to HighDef.Org,
email, fax or mail the following information

eFilm Summit 2001

HDFest 2000 was held at Northwestern University in
Chicago on November 13-16. The festival featured HD
productions including Gene Roddenberry’s “Earth: Final Conflict,”
“The Secret Adventures of Jules Verne,” “Last Mountain” and
“IVANSXTC” and several other programs. The festival organizers
plan HDFest to be an annual event featuring the latest in HD
production.

A critical event for the film industry called eFilm Summit
2001 will take place on January 31 & February 1, 2001 at the
Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills, CA. The conference will focus
on successful strategies for marketing, monetizing and distributing films online. The eFilm Summit has been designed by the
film industry for the film industry, and will address the most
important issues facing the film industry in 2001.
eFilm will bring insights from credible sources. Artisan Pictures and Entertainment will discuss how to create a buzz online.
SightSound.com will discuss the importance of digital rights
management and distribution. ALWAYSi will discuss successful
promotion of film online. CinemaNow, Inc. will discuss the future of film and Internet convergence. Other presenters include:
Showbizdata.com, Microsoft Corporation (Digital Media Division), American Film Institute, Digital Broadcasting Company
(UK), and many more! The chairman of eFilm is Mike Stroud,
CEO and Founder of iHollywood Forum, Inc. Mike Stroud is also
a well respected Business Journalist and Wired News Correspondent.
By sharing their successes and lessons learned, the industry experts mentioned above will show how the industry has
embraced the Internet as a marketing, PR and promotional tool,
allowing new and traditional companies to re-purpose their existing libraries.
eFilm will also have plenty of networking, including a PreSummit dinner function on January 30, 2001 at the Maple Drive
Restaurant in Los Angeles, CA. You can visit the eFilm website
at www.iqpc.com/efilm, call 800-882-8684 or email
info@iqpc.com to register or get more information.

DV Expo

Company _____________________________

DV Expo was held at the Long Beach Convention Center
in early October. Among the many presentations was a panel on
HD production. Included on the panel were Frank Capria, content strategist for Scient Corporation, an e-business consulting
firm; Chris Nightingale, VP of marketing and sales for Plus 8
Video, a national rental house; Rob Willox, Senior Marketing
Manager for Sony; Don Miskowich, AE for The Post Group; and
Larry Shenosky with Digital Television Strategy, a company which
helps local media outlets leverage digital TV. The session included
viewings of several HD programs and a discussion of the future
of HD production. We expect to see more about HD in next
year’s Expo.

Area of Industry ________________________

24P Digital Production Symposium

to Genevieve, HighDef.Org Subscriptions.
Genevieve@apsnw.com, fax: 206-282-3535
2247 15th Ave. W. Seattle, WA 98119 USA
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A 24P Digital Production Symposium was held on
November 16 at the Los Angeles Film School in Hollywood. The
event was sponsored by Digital Cinema and Videography
magazines. The well-attended event featured panels on production
and post production with technology demonstrations by several
HD vendors. One of the highlights of the event was a talk by
John Alonzo, acclaimed cinematographer, who has embraced
24P High Definition production. He explained that 24P is another
tool, not a replacement for 35mm film and emphasized that the
artist of today must understand the technological palate as well
as the aesthetic palate in production. Attending the event were
many professionals and actors including Faye Dunaway who is
planning some productions of her own using the new 24P format.

©1999 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved. Sony and DVCAM are trademarks of Sony.

D I G I TA L C I N E M AT O G R A P H Y O P E N S
N E W P R O D U C T I O N O P P O RT U N I T I E S

HDW-700A

DVW-790WS

DSR-PD100A

DSR-200A

Digital Electronic Cinematography has a great deal to offer the
independent film producer. The extraordinary strides of recent
years in electronic imaging now allow superb images to be
captured on compact digital cassettes. Sony's novel EBR
Transfer System will transfer these digital images and sound
directly to 35mm film, producing a high quality release print.
The DVW-790WS camcorder produces widescreen images
of extraordinary clarity. When transferred to 35mm film, the
results often exceed those of an equivalent Super 16mm
origination that is enlarged to a 35mm film release print. And
now, Sony has raised the standard by introducing the world's
first digital High Definition television camcorder – the
HDW-700A. When this tape is transferred to film its quality ranks
with that of a direct 35mm film origination.
For the important and extensive low-budget independent
sector, the miracle of digital camcor ders can b ring very
cost-effective solutions to cinematography. Sony's
DSR-PD100A and DSR-200A D V C A M Camcor ders will
produce a film transfer that ranks with the best 16mm
origination that is enlarged to a 35mm release print. The
professional DVCAM family also offers 1/2 and 2/3 inch
camcorders that can produce even higher quality.
For additional information please call
1-800-635-SONY , ext. DEC6.
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Leon Melas: Modern Greek Warrior Fighting a New
Kind of Battle
by Laura Nielson

L

eon Melas was sitting in an American Production Services HD Editing suite in Los Angeles
working on a true-life “Top Gun” reality action
series when I managed to catch up with him.
The contrast of his black hair and fair skin was striking,
but it was the reflection of his gold crested ring flashing a
dancing pattern against the wall that caught my attention.
Boldly I picked up his hand and insisted, “Tell me about
this ring.” His dark chocolate eyes were mesmerizing as
he explained its origin. “My godmother gave me this ring
in order to remind me of my Greek history and to always
be proud of the name I bear. I was named after King

Leonidas. For as long as we can remember the oldest son
in every other generation of our family line has been named
Leonidas, Leon for short.”
Searching the memory bank of my brain, I recalled a
chapter in Greek history, the famous battle in the Straight
of Salamis. As if I was viewing a movie re-enacting the
event, I could picture the mammoth Persian ships being
lured into the narrow strait. Once trapped inside, it was
impossible for them to turn fast enough to escape. They
became easy prey for the lightweight, sleek, highly maneuverable Greek ships. The Greeks easily destroyed and
defeated the Persian Fleet, ending the Persian Wars and

ensuring the world, many hundreds of years later, of the
existence of one Leon Melas, filmmaker extraordinaire.
To me, Leon is a modern Greek warrior fighting a
new kind of war, the highly competitive war to create high
quality programming on a limited budget. The results of
Leon’s triumphant battles are treasures he has shot in High
Definition, a medium that is sure to conquer the entire
world. Just as the Greeks once produced a new and improved ship, Leon has chosen to produce in the new
improved medium of High Definition.
Before Leon began his HD odyssey, he and his busiContinued on next page…
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“That’s why High
Definition worked
so well on this
project. It has that
‘you-are-there’
documentary feel
that makes the
whole thing look
unstaged. At the
same time it holds
on to cinematic
level quality.”
– Leon Melas

ness partner Timm Oberwelland,
founded their company Zeal Pictures in 1994 producing high
caliber commercials, videos and
feature films. Recently they produced an HD feature called
Robbers, currently finishing in post. It’s a real TV-style comedy modeled after the successful television show Cops,
except instead of following police officers around with
portable camera equipment, the film chronicles the exploits of a variety of criminals. “It’s a scripted comedy, but
we want people to retain an element of doubt as to whether
it’s real or not,” commented Leon. “That’s why High Definition worked so well on this project. It has that
‘you-are-there’ documentary feel that makes the whole
thing look unstaged. At the same time it holds on to cinematic level quality.”
Next Leon and Zeal Pictures teamed up with Warfront

10
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HD
Pictures owned by Jesse Negron to produce the show
American Fighter Pilot. They miraculously obtained permission from the United States Air Force to film the
documentary involving real American Air Force fighter
pilots. For one full year, Jesse filmed these real life “Top
Gun” candidates on HD. It was a windfall that neither of
them could have envisioned. What they thought would
develop into an impressive documentary evolved into a
real life Top Gun action series. Jesse Negron, the Director
of the show, and Leon take great pride in the fact that they
are a creative hands-on director/producer team supported
by an exceptional executive producer named Tony Scott.
The stories focus on three students in training. Each
episode follows their progress, documenting their failures,

successes, and ultimate outcome in the program. The story
is provocative. In the beginning of this real life drama, the
candidates know nothing about the F-15. They can’t even
enter a simulator without banging their heads against the
cockpit. By the end of their training, they have mastered
the F-15 Eagle.
One candidate is a Gen-Xer when he enters the Air
Force training program. In the beginning he has platinum
blonde hair and great difficulty complying with the specific codes and procedures. His rebellion is apparent.
Another student pilot they follow is a family man who has
two children, and is the captain of the team. The third is a
Continued on page 12…
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man whose wife is pregnant and expecting the baby’s arrival during the filming. He grapples with his career choice
and is forced to confront his values head on.
At one point in the show, one of the three pilots is
failing miserably and the audience will be biting their nails
wondering if he’s going to make it. While filming, the producers’ consciences were piqued. Was it ethical to take
advantage of this real life story? They thought not and
offered to quit shooting. But the candidate replied, “You
said that we were going to do this. So...we are going to do
it until the end. Whether I make it or not, you just keep
that camera on.” Leon pondered, “you feel great about these
guys being the men that protect us in wartime. They have
an incredible amount of integrity.”
On ground, around the base, in the classroom, in the
locker room and in the candidates’ homes, there was nary
a problem shooting in HD. However, shooting HD in the
F-15 cockpit presented two unusual problems. The G-force
was so powerful that the lens on the HD camera might
literally snap off. Apparently, the developers of the HD
lens never anticipated such a use, and the lens simply
could not withstand the pressure. Secondly, there was no
way of hooking the HD cameras into mounts in the cockpit. The only option was to hand hold the camera and that
was too dangerous with the powerful G-forces. So, they
reverted to the usage of a DVCAM for scenes inside the
cockpit. Later they upconverted to HD. “We were just
amazed at how good it looked. Half way through the shooting, the Air Force built a pod for us for the HD camera, a
centerline pod underneath the plane. We had basically
become a test site for the HDW-700 for use in jet fighters.
Looking at the pod initially, we were worried about using
the camera because of inadequate support. While we were
redesigning the pod on paper, we used the existing pod
with the mini-DVCAM and upconverted the footage.” Since
then, the Air Force has built a special housing and other
mounts for the camera with proper lens support. Leon
will be shooting with the HDW-700 in the pod in January
at Tyndal Air Force Base in the F-15.
“We are counting our blessings and thanking the man
upstairs because we have no idea why the Air Force even
said ‘yes’ to us. They’ve said ‘no’ to a lot of people. They
12
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just haven’t allowed videographers or filmmakers in before us. Without the countless efforts and support of the
Air Force and Navy, none of this would have been possible. We have a lot to be thankful for. Jesse and I are a
great team because we both have the same values and
ethics about filmmaking. We both believe in actually getting our hands dirty. We’re not the kind of guys who just
want to sit back and call the ideas,” Leon remarked.
Leon and Jesse are currently shooting at Lemoore
Naval Air Station, where they are covering the same fighter
pilot training process with the Navy, flying the F-18 Hornets. Neither one of them would have guessed these real
life adventures would catapult their company into the
Hollywood mainstream. For Leon it’s a dream come true.
The process of filmmaking is the most enjoyable part
about producing for Leon. He gets high on conceiving a
new idea, giving it birth, and nurturing it through the production stages of development. As he sees his work
materialize, he often reflects, “suddenly this ethereal thing
appears, almost like a poof of smoke was blown and boom,

magically this treasure appears.”
“I‘m a techie. I like to get into how things work and
why they work, and I started getting into video because it
was portable, and required less equipment than film. And
you instantly see what you’ve shot.” Like the lighter more
efficient Greek ships that won the battle at Salamis, Leon’s
choice of weapon in the “production wars” is better and
more flexible than traditional equipment.
A descendant of a once great Greek Empire and sporting a gold crested ring as a reminder of his heritage, this
modern day Greek warrior is fighting his battles every day
on the cutting edge of technology. Whether it’s flying the
skies documenting the true-life experiences of “Top Gun”
candidates or on the ground recording the drama of life, I
have the feeling that Leon Melas will be winning the battle
providing television programming, features, and documentaries in High Definition for a long time to come. u
For more information or to contact Leon Melas: Zeal pictures,
phone: 323-871-4000 fax: 323-871-4004, 6605 Hollywood Blvd.,
Suite 300 Los Angeles, CA 90028
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PinMonkeys takes High Definition to a New Level
by Joe Graves

24

P, 24P? 24P! The industry has been talking about it for almost a year, yet High
Definition 24P productions are just now
starting to become a reality. In the newly
emerging market for short films, director and producer,
Larsen Jay, has created PinMonkeys, the first fully digital,
HD 24P, short film to be created with the industry’s latest
digital tools and transferred to 35mm film.
Filmed in late June, PinMonkeys began as an experimental project between Larsen and Executive Director,
Michael McFall. When deciding upon a digital medium,
Michael held that technology would drive the project. “I
have only two criteria for success and that is: one, we
push the envelope of digital filmmaking to its’ limits, and
two, that we learn as much as possible along the way.”
After laying out the ground plan for this unique project,
Michael turned to first time director Larsen Jay to make it
a reality. “When we started this, I had no idea that it would
be so big, much less that we would become the guinea
pigs for the industry,” Larsen states. “It was an intriguing
experience to make my first film one that would help others learn about this newest tool for telling stories.”
In the early development stages, Director of Photography, Brian Baugh, was brought to the project for his
knowledge of both conventional and digital filmmaking as
well as his exceptional skill at capturing images with a
realistic and natural look. Baugh connected the project with
Panavision which partnered with the film, using the latest
“Panavised” Sony HD-F900 camera package. “Bringing
them together was a perfect match. Larsen wanted the
very best quality image and Panavision has always provided the best service and camera technology to the
industry,” Baugh asserted.
Being one of the first productions to use the newest
digital tools, PinMonkeys ran into many ‘speed bumps’

HD

during the four-day shoot. The first day of filming was on
the streets of Newhall, CA. in the Santa Clarita Valley. All
of the exterior shots required the use of a Steadicam. In
most traditional cases, this wouldn’t have been a concern,
but for Baugh and his camera crew, this was their first test.
Concerns were raised prior to filming that Panavision’s
Continued on next page…

“I have only two criteria for success
and that is: one, we push the
envelope of digital filmmaking to its’
limits, and two, that we learn as much
as possible along the way.”
– Michael McFall
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4.5:1 digital zoom lens would be too heavy and cumbersome for Steadicam operator Geoff Haley to handle. “The
lens was twice as big as most Steadicam operators were
used to, and balancing it was a constant headache. In addition, the inertia created by the lens weight made it difficult
to compensate quickly on pans and tilts,” remembers
Baugh. Panavision has recently developed lighter prime
lenses for the digital package.
On lighting for High Definition, D.P. Brian Baugh explains, “One of the greatest aesthetic challenges of High
Definition is dealing with the lack of latitude above middle
gray or in the highlights. Bright objects lose detail twice as
easily as they would on film. When there was an actor in
the shade, exposures in the background would constantly
be blown out. To combat this, levels in the foreground
often had to be raised to create an even plane of light.”
During the interior scenes, the opposite effect was a unique
advantage. “A big advantage to using High Definition was
the ability to white balance the camera under fluorescent
lighting, thus avoiding the green skin tones without the
use of additional filters,” added Baugh. Those who have
used High Definition agree that the amount of time and
detail needed for lighting is just as great, if not greater,
than with film.
Shooting inside of a bowling alley made for a unique
and colorful look to a realistic setting. When it came time
to shoot the wider shots, the camera crew quickly realized that the bowling alley was filled with monitors. Most
35mm projects have to hire an outside company to come
in and sync the on-set monitors to match the 24 frameper-second rate. The camera crew adjusted the electronic
clear scan, (a setting within the HD camera that moves
the face of the shutter) thus phasing out the scanning bar
on the monitor. With just a short delay, the problem was
solved, filming continued, and the digital technology proved
to save both valuable time and money.
Just before shooting began, a unique partnership was
formed with Digital Editing Solutions (DES) and Avid to
handle the post production. DES has worked to pioneer
digital filmmaking technology with such films as The Matrix
and current projects Hannibal and Pearl Harbor. It was
determined that in order to keep the technology in the
14
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forefront, the new version-10 Avid would be used to edit
PinMonkeys. “The opportunity that Larsen and PinMonkeys
presented DES was a golden one. We will use our experience on PinMonkeys as a template for our large-scale
feature film clients,” states Post Production Supervisor and
DES Co-Founder, Patrick Ready.
“Even with the many new issues to overcome, the
advantages were wonderful,” says Larsen. “It was amazing to see such incredible clarity and richness from digital.
The camera picked up every detail and really made the
atmosphere come alive. Digital has never looked so good.”
One of the unique advantages that working within High
Definition offers, is the ability to have instant feedback.
Dailies were produced on-set and all departments had the
opportunity to watch them immediately after filming.
Larsen continues, “What we saw is what we got. There
was no down time for the lab or other logistics that go

with dailies. With such a tight schedule, it was vital to see
dailies immediately and make changes accordingly.” In
addition, there was an inherent freedom to direct with
HD. “There were times that I let the camera run and let the
actors keep the ‘moment’. We found that without having
to worry about film and processing costs during each shot,
the crew and actors had the freedom to try new ideas,
keeping the creative atmosphere alive.”
Filmmakers that are looking to HD simply to save
money should be warned. “This is not a quick fix to saving your budget, especially if you are transferring back to
a 35mm print.” states Executive Producer, Michael McFall.
“To do it right, post production costs can put you back on
the same level as film. Look at your project and decide if
digital is right for what you’re creating. If you find that it is,
Continued on page 16…
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“We found that without having to worry about film and processing costs during each shot, the
crew and actors had the freedom to try new ideas, keeping the creative atmosphere alive.”

– Larsen Jay
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High Definition is definitely the way to go.”
In late August, eFilm transferred PinMonkeys to 35mm
film and processed it on Kodak’s Premiere 2393 stock. On
August 26th, PinMonkeys held a cast, crew, and industry
screening at Panavision’s theatre, receiving amazing response from the over 300 people in attendance. “Many of
those who were invited guests didn’t know it was created
16
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digitally, and that’s the point. The quality on screen rivaled
traditional film capture, letting the story and message become the driving purpose,” says Larsen. “This new world
of digital has given filmmakers a wide array of tools to tell
their stories to the world. As long as the driving force
remains within the message, digital filmmaking will con-

tinue to thrive within the industry.” By using the very best
in digital tools and combining the finest in industry partners, PinMonkeys has succeeded in helping pioneer the
High Definition world of 24P as well as become a template for other filmmakers who wish to use this amazing
technology. u
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This Old Statehouse
by Jack Shepard

I

owa Public Television (IPTV) has taken
a major step in digital television production with the recent completion of
the documentary This Old Statehouse.
This program on the restoration of Iowa’s
120-year old capital, shot in HD, has become the ‘flagship production’ for the
network’s statewide push towards digital
television conversion. The fall of 1999
brought several things together that convinced IPTV the time for HD had come. At
the same time as receiving a model HD
camera from Sony on a two-week loan, the
State Historical Society of Iowa enlisted
IPTV’s help in documenting the restoration.
Combining these events led IPTV to acquire
the first of what are now two HDW-700A
1080i cameras.
The goal of the project was to capture
the care and attention-to-detail that would
go into preparing the old capitol for its next
100 years. Knowing that nothing less than
a state-of-the-art production was in order
for this project, HD was the logical choice.
Also, the potential for transforming each and
every frame of HD into artwork for a printed
edition of the restoration project further
strengthened the decision.
Over the nine months of shooting they were able to
capture all aspects of the restoration with their HD cameras, from the re-gilding of the gold-covered dome to the
discovery of the original stenciled handiwork on the walls.
Throughout the project, everyone was captivated by the
quality of the HD images. Often it was remarked that the
18
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video looked better than the scene had appeared on-site.
With the camera’s incredible depth of field, it’s remarkable performance in starkly contrasting scenes, and it’s
amazing sensitivity in low-light conditions, the capitol
project soon became a highly coveted assignment.
IPTV has always been a leader in television technology, and now with the move to HD the tradition continues.

The excitement that HD has caused at IPTV has wrapped
them up into a restoration project of their own: video with
such amazing clarity it takes them one step closer to recreating reality. u
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“It’s simply a matter
of time, and those of
us who are creating
digital HD product
now will just be that
much ahead of the
‘pack’ as we move
forward into the
digital age of the
new millennium.”
– Jim Watt

Bennett-Watt adopts DVCPRO HD
by Juliet Thompson

J

im Watt and Kelly Bennett Watt, prolific producers
from Issaquah, Washington have adopted
Panasonic’s DVCPRO HD system for all their inhouse production. Now producing a travel series,
the pair are traveling the globe with their new AJ HDC20A
DVCPRO HD, 2/3 inch, 2.2 million pixel, FIT 3CCD
camcorder. Watt was “especially impressed with the ergonomics, compact design, low power consumption, small
tape size and the arresting image quality.”
Bennett-Watt recently returned from Ireland this last
summer gathering footage for their new series entitled,

Postcards from Ireland. Although broadcasters have been
slow to adopt HD, Watt feels confident about the future,
“As DVD units become more saturated, the public is going to create the demand for digital product that the
television broadcast, satellite, and cable industries will not
be able to ignore. It’s simply a matter of time, and those of
us who are creating digital HD product now will just be
that much ahead of the ‘pack’ as we move forward into
the digital age of the new millennium.”
Jim and Kelly have now crossed a bridge that is hard
to go back over. Shooting for network programs like 20/20,

Dateline and others, the pair have had to step back into
standard definition production. “I guess after staring at an
HD monitor in my Panasonic camera, going back was a
far more ‘jarring’ transition than I had ever imagined. By
the end of a three-day shoot, I was back to looking at my
little 4x3 viewfinder, but I sure was wishing I was looking
at HD.” u
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Bexel Opens House on HD
by William Conner

A

n impressive array of new High Definition
rental equipment was on display November
30th as Bexel opened up its Burbank facility
to show off their HD wares. In addition to the
hands-on exhibit were special seminars including an introduction and overview of 24P, a talk by Canon on HD
optics, a seminar with Jeff Cree from Sony on the HDWF900 24P Camcorder, a lecture from Walt McGinn with
American Production Services on the HD Post process,
and a film presentation by eFilm, demonstrating the filmout results of HD origination.
Attendees expressed surprise at the depth and breadth
of the new equipment available through Bexel in HighDef.

20
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Among the points of interest was the permanently installed
HD stage (pre-lit through a full dimmer board with MoleRichardson lighting) where DP’s and camera operators can
get comfortable and really test out the HD cameras first
hand. Next-door was a new lens projection room where
AC’s can insure the quality and calibration of their HD
lenses. Also available is an HD theater where Bexel customers screen their dailies on a large screen with Dolby
5.1 Surround sound.
Interestingly, while Bexel is well known as the largest
video rental house in the U.S., John Keesee, director of
High Definition Services says that when it comes to HD,
“Bexel is shedding its reputation as a ‘big video house’.
We’ve come a long way
in serving the requirements of the film
community, and this is
only the beginning.
What most people don’t
know is that we have a
serious dedication to the
cinematographer, especially when it comes to
HD.” The open house
clearly showed that dedication.
Bexel’s expertise in
video is becoming a real
asset as the film community begins to embrace
digital technology. Again,
Keesee says that “we
understand that people
are using this technology
for projects that would

otherwise have been shot on film, and many of them don’t
want to be bothered with the ‘video’ side of things. We
can make the video side almost invisible. And, with our
cine-packages, prime lenses and accessories, you have all
the traditional film tools. We literally make it so simple
that you can slide the video camera in where the film
camera would ordinarily be. But let’s face it; no matter
how you slice it, it’s a video camera. It helps to work with
a company like Bexel who, in addition to having an appreciation for the film aesthetic, has experience and really
understand the technology.”
In addition to addressing the needs of the cinematographer, the open house also provided an opportunity to
test out Bexel’s multi-camera flight pack. The system is
set-up to comfortably accommodate up to eight cameras
with full iso and line cut records. While to date it has
been used primarily for concerts and other live events, it’s
a great system for any sit-com or episodic show.
When asked about which cameras and formats
were preferred by Bexel, Keesee smiled and stated that
Bexel is not directly allied with any single manufacturer.
“We provide the best tools available for the job, regardless
of the manufacturer. I like it this way, less politics. But it’s
not only about the gear; in fact the equipment is just the
beginning. It’s also about knowledge of, and experience
in, the entire production process. We do this everyday
and have built strong alliances with many key companies
in the production chain. This is another way that we add
tremendous value for our customers.”
Bexel offers an ongoing program of HD demos, seminars and tours at several of their offices. Clearly, Bexel is
poised and ready to play a major role in the transition
from traditional film based production to the world of High
Definition and Digital Cinematography.
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Keith McCormic: A Producer with Vision
by Laura Nielson

P

roducer/Director Keith McCormic was sitting
serenely in church, soaking in the spiritual sermon, when the smiling Pastor brushed by his pew
and motioned for him to follow. Arriving outside,
the Pastor said, “I’ve got something you have to hear.” He
led Keith to his car and handed him a CD of his son’s
band, Gideon’s Press. Keith accepted the disc out of respect
for his Pastor. After listening to the CD he was intrigued
enough to attend a Gideon’s Press concert with his wife,
Bee. “I wasn’t expecting much but what I heard was
amazing, music that would appeal to a wide audience. I
was impressed by the level of expertise of Gideon’s Press
and decided to produce a music video for their song Rain
Down. I really needed a project I could pour myself into
spiritually and creatively.”
Keith had decided to produce the music video but
still had one problem. “Where,” he expressed verbally, “will
I find the money?” His wife, Bee, filled with faith, prophetically responded, ‘the money will come.’ True to her words,
others believed in his project and Keith raised the funds
necessary to produce a quality piece.
Next, Keith enlisted Director of Photography, James
Burgess. “I’ve always been enamored by James’ ability to
create a magical look with a beauty all its own. I needed a
strong look with rich textures.” Catching Keith’s vision,
James agreed to come on board.
Burgess suggested 24P HD as the acquisition format.
Keith’s budget was tight with a crew of 12, antique props,
an old Grange Hall, and a one-day shoot. Burgess insisted,
“Go with the 24P HD, you won’t be sorry.” Keith still wasn’t
sold, until he began to review the budget with 24P instead
of 35mm. With 24P he could pay the crew full day rates
instead of reduced ones. For Keith it was miraculous. HD
was the answer.
Keith and his crew set up antique windows and vin-

HD
Paul Roraback of Gideon’s Press

tage 16mm film projectors as part of the design. The windows were sprayed with water so the images would be
stronger as the words echoed in the background, “letting
God’s love rain down.” Steadicam operator Brad Nelson
worked some magic of his own, flying his rig and Sony
CineAlta 24P HD camera around the band past the dusty
old window. “When we brought in our tapes for the down
conversion, we went nuts. It was a quantum leap, a paradigm shift in quality.
The music video is already a big plus for promoting

Gideon’s Press. Keith reviews the process, “The quality
and new options are difficult to fathom. I can only credit
God for making this possible, and of course some help
from our forward looking friends at Sony and American
Production Services.” u
Gideon’s Press features lead singer Michael Blake, drummer Paul
Roraback, and Rob Montagne on bass. Paul and Michael are former
EMI recording artists and members of the band Grammatrain. For more
information contact: Keith McCormic, phone: 206-972-5072,
keithmccormic@earthlink.net., www.GideonsPress.com.
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HD likes Swimming Upstream
by William Conner

O

ne of the first features made with the new
Sony 24P HD cameras is called Swimming
Upstream. It stars Michael Moriarty of Law &
Order, Ben Savage of Boy Meets World, Kelly
Rutherford of Melrose Place, Jeffrey DeMunn of The Green
Mile, Elizabeth Harnois of The President’s Daughter, Ron
Dean of Rudy, and Matt Czuchry of The Young Americans.
It was shot entirely on location in Rhode Island shortly
after the 24P cameras were released. Cameras were provided by Fletcher Chicago. Fletcher also provided some
training for the crew in one of their two-day HD Seminars.

“I found HD to be far easier to
use than film in that I was able to
see on an HD monitor exactly
what I was getting at all times.”
– Robert Emery

The Director of Photography was Steven Douglas
Smith who also shot the very first American 24P film,
NICOLAS. New Yorker Robert Emery was both the writer
and the director (based on the novel by Don Robertson).
Director Emery was impressed with several aspects
of working with HighDef. “I found HD to be far easier to
use than film in that I was able to see on an HD monitor
exactly what I was getting at all times. I was then able to
discuss with my DP, prior to a take, any changes that I felt
were necessary in an effort to tell the story. Once we agreed
on that look we then were able to do take after take without the down time between takes associated with film.
22
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HD
Scene from Swimming Upstream

The actors found that to be helpful in that they were never
idle for long periods of time.”
With the challenges on the set, like any feature, it
was a pleasure to use the advantages of HD. Emery was
able to quickly get his footage into the editor’s hands. “We
actually made our Beta SP copies right on location from
an HD recorder. These dailies were then logged and digitized into our off-line system, which allowed editing to
begin immediately upon completion of the location shooting. We also had APS/LA make an exact clone of all 33

HD tapes, something we would have never done with film.”
Emery hopes the 1.5 million dollar feature will get
theatrical distribution. If so, it will have to be transferred to
film. Whatever the outcome, it’s exciting to see such high
quality in a low budget production - all thanks to HD and
pioneers like Robert Emery. u

HD
Ben Savage and Matt Czuchry star in Swimming Upstream.
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Tell Hamoukar Shakes Up Archaeological Theories
by Kathy Anderson

A

n ancient city in the dusty northeastern corner
of Syria near the Iraqi border is rocking longheld theories about the cradle of civilization,
and the Boyer Production Company of
Chicago is recording every detail in High Definition.
Senior Producer Kathy Anderson, formerly with ABC
News, and a two-man crew spent 16 days during October traveling the Syrian desert and northeast territory to
shoot the archaeological dig at Tell Hamoukar. “HD is perfect for shooting the detail of archaeology.
You can almost feel the texture of the rock
and practically crawl into them,” commented
Anderson.
“All the work was in hot sun or deep
shadow,” Cameraman Sid Lubitsch added.
“HD is great with color and solves a big problem when shooting deserts and
archaeological sites.” Editor Dan Deters interjected, “Everything is some shade of brown
and HD can distinguish and illuminate those
subtle shades.”
The astonishing discovery at Tell
Hamoukar, made by world-renowned
Mesopotamian scholar MacGuire Gibson of
the Oriental Institute at the University of
Chicago, found evidence of a complex society dating back 6,000 years. That shakes the
archaeological theory that the first civilized,
complex societies in the Middle East developed solely in southern Mesopotamia.
“We focused on Hamoukar, but also got
magnificent pictures of the dramatic Roman
ruins at Palmyra, the Euphrates River and
the Old Cities and Souqs of Damascus and
24
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Aleppo. The land that is now Syria has been part of every
great civilization in the Middle East,” said Executive Producer Brian Boyer.
“We had a dark sandstorm but were able to find cover
before the camera was engulfed by the blowing dust,”
Anderson reported. “While the 700A had a special weather
cover for it, we also slipped it into a heavy-duty oversized
zip-lock bag. The tapes went into smaller zip-locks and
then into a giant bag like the camera. The sand is so fine,

it even gets between your teeth,” Anderson continued. “We
figure that our precautions may have saved the shoot.”
The October trip is the first of several that the Boyer
Productions teams has planned to record at Tell Hamoukar.
The final program will be released in 2002. u
For information contact: Boyer Productions Ltd., 1436 W.
Superior, Chicago 60622, phone: 312-829-2962, fax: 312-829-2964,
boyertv@aol.com
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Tiger -Tracking a Legend and a passion
by Laura Nielson

C

arol Amore is an experienced wildlife photographer/High Definition digital videographer
and film producer whose sense of adventure
leads her into remote parts of the world. Carol
believes, “adventure teaches you to live life to the fullest.”
Her company, Wildlife-Adventures in Nature Productions,
creates compelling wildlife stories from all over the world.
Most recently she spent six months documenting the Bengal tiger in India’s Bandhavgarh National Park. Her passion
is the Asian tiger, the most endangered animal in the world
with only 6,000 tigers remaining in the wild. Tigers-Tracking a Legend, Carol’s new HD film, independently produced
and directed, focuses on Bachhi, a beautiful young tigress
and her two five month old cubs that she is training to
survive in the wild Indian jungle.
Learning to ride an elephant and shoot HighDef with
her HDW-700 was a challenge for Carol. Each day she
would climb aboard an elephant managing heavy equipment. She used a camouflage video tent, jeep video
doorframe mounts, and ten and twelve foot elephant tripods to capture the dramatic images of the tigers’ lives.
Her Sony HDW-700 camera had to operate in 110 degree
heat. When in direct sunlight, Carol used a mylar reflective cloth or an old-fashion laundry bag to keep the heat
off. She and her crew were constantly fanning the camera and turning it off while waiting for the tiger to arrive.
“Each day we were worried the camera might not survive
the heat as well as the HD tape,” Carol confessed. Fortunately the camera and tape came through for her with
some incredible images. “Our second worst enemy was
the fine dust of the jungle. We used a very large pillow
case over the camera when we traveled through the jungle.”
Back in the USA Carol was ready to edit. Tim Lorenz
of the Business Development Group at Roland House com26

mented, “Roland House was recommended to Carol by
Discovery International because they do so much work
with us, in PAL, NTSC, and High Definition. They had the
confidence that we could complete her project in the necessary time frame. The services we offer here that she
wasn’t aware of, such as surround sound, design and mixing and especially the DaVinci 2K HD color processor
really added to the final product. Most people think that
the raw HD looks fantastic but in the hands of a true colorist, it just jumps off the screen and brings out the true
impact of HD.” The online edit was completed by Tim
Miller, the colorist was Greg Conners, and the sound designer was Brian Cunneff.

When it comes to viewing Carol’s tigers captured in
High Definition, there is no doubt that the audience will
share the joys and horrors of life in the wild. They will
laugh as the tiger cubs pounce on one another, gasp as a
family of elephants dive into the water, grit their teeth in
the tension of the hunt, and flinch from the incandescent
fury of tiger against tiger. Carol’s HighDef show promises
to engage the heart as well as the mind, and perhaps win
some converts to the tiger’s cause. u
For more information contact: Carol Amore, phone: 212-8777066, fax: 212-877-8387, carol@wildlifeworlds.com, 103 W. 89th St.
NYC, NY 10024
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“Adventure teaches you to live life to the fullest.”
– Carol Amore
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